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Abstract 

The ATM transport concept of B-ISDN allows for an efficient and flexible use of network 
resources for variable bit rate services with high transmission rates. One major traffic 
source which will make use of this capability will be video and multimedia applications. 
The changes in the cell rate of such sources are caused by the compression of the digitized 
video frames. The MPEG (ISO Moving Picture Expert Group) coding scheme is expected 
to be the major compression algorithm for the first ATM video applications. Thus there 
is a need to find source traffic descriptors of MPEG video sources which can be used 
efficiently for connection admission control and usage parameter control for these sources. 
Besides the peak cell rate, the sustainable cell rate might be used for these purposes. Both 
the ITU-T and the ATM Forum propose the Generic Cell Rate Algorithm (GCRA) for 
policing these two cell rates. In this paper we develop a novel model for the cell stream of 
an MPEG video coder output and present a cell loss analysis for a GCRA monitoring its 
sustainable cell rate. A variety of ATM link capacities and sustainable cell rate parameters 
are studied to show the accuracy of the analysis and to test the appropriateness of the 
sustainable cell rate as traffic descriptor of MPEG video sources. 
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1 Introduction 

The Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) has been proposed by the ITU-T as the trans
port mechanism for the future Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN). 
In ATM networks, information is transferred in small packets of fixed size, called cells. 
Each cell consists of a payload field of 48 Byte and a 5 Byte header. The concept of small 
cells and the asynchronous transfer technology allows for an efficient and flexible use of 
network resources for Constant Bit Rate (CBR) and Variable Bit Rate (VBR) services as 
well as high transmission rates. The transmission rate of an ATM link depends on the 
medium used. Typical values are 150 Mbps and 600 Mbps. 

Video and LAN-to-LAN traffic are said to be the major traffic source in the first imple
mentation phase of ATM networks. These traffic sources are generally VBR sources and 
have a bandwidth demand ranging from some hundred kbps to a few Mbps. Due to the 
asynchronous resource sharing technology, statistical multiplexing between different VBR 
sources can be performed and therefore peak bit rate allocation is not necessary. This 
results in a lower total bandwidth requirement than in case of the traditional Synchronous 
Transfer Mode (STM). On the other hand, different traffic streams can now interfere with 
each other contrary to common STM networks. This interference leads to Cell Delay 
Variation (CDV) and may also cause cell losses in overload situations. 

Besides of Call Admission Control (CAC), priority control and additional congestion con
trol functions, the Usage Parameter Control (UPC) is one control function defined by 
the lTU-T. UPC is defined as the set of actions performed by the network to monitor 
and control traffic at the user access. Its aim is to prevent the malicious or unintentio
nal excessive usage of network resources which would lead to Quality of Service (QoS) 
degradation. 

At connection setup, a traffic contract is negotiated between the user and the network 
provider. The user specifies his bandwidth requirements by a number of parameters and 
the network commits to meet the negotiated QoS parameters as long as the user complies 
with its traffic contract. Mandatory source parameters are the Peak Cell Rate (PCR) 
and the CDV tolerance. In addition, the Sustainable Cell Rate (SCR) and the Burst 
Tolerance (BT) can be specified optionally; if used, they must be specified together. One 
possible QoS parameter which the network commits to meet is the cell loss ratio. 

For video sources, the MPEG standard [8] is until now one of the most promising coding 
schemes which allows for a remarkable data reduction. However, a high degree of correla
tion on several time scales can be observed for MPEG coded sequences. Because of this, 
the dimensioning of UPC algorithms is a crucial task if a cell rate lower than the PCR 
should be policed. In [16] several UPC algorithms have been compared for a number of 
video sequences. However, the results are mainly based on simulation and the video data 
which was used was produced by non-standard experimental coders. 

In this paper we focus on the policing of real MPEG video traffic and present a new 
analytical approach for the dimensioning of the Generic Cell Rate Algorithm (GCRA) 
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which is suggested by the ITU-T and the ATM Forum for cell stream monitoring in ATM 
networks. In Section 2 we describe the GCRA. A brief introduction to video sources is 
given in Section 3 and a new MPEG video model is developed. The dimensioning problem 
of source parameters for MPEG video sources is addressed in Section 4. In Section 5 
we present an analysis to estimate the cell loss probability if MPEG video sources are 
monitored by the GCRA. The algorithm is based on a discrete-time analysis technique 
developed in [20]. Numerical results to show the accuracy of the derived algorithm are 
discussed in Section 6 where we also look at some scaling effects occurring when MPEG 
video sources are policed. The paper ends with some concluding remarks. 

2 Usage parameter control in ATM environments 

Until now, the only source parameter which is specified in all known standards is the PCR 
of a connection. The PCR of an ATM connection is defined as the inverse of the minimum 
time between the generation instants of two cells from this connection. At the moment, 
there are discussions about the introduction of a second source parameter for VBR traffic, 
the SCR. It is thought as an upper bound of the average cell rate of a connection and 
when used, it must be specified together the BT. Using a second source parameter like 
the SCR, the network operator may allocate less resources to a connection than if only 
the PCR is specified, while meeting the required QoS. PCR and SCR are defined at the 
Physical Layer Service Access Point (PHY SAP) and the conformance of cell streams 
according to them is monitored at the UNI. 

For PCRISCR monitoring, the GCRA was proposed by the ATM Forum [1]. There are 
two versions of the GCRA, namely the Virtual Scheduling Algorithm and the Continuous
State Leaky Bucket Algorithm, which are equivalent in that sense that both versions 
declare the same cells of a cell stream as conforming or non-conforming. We refer in this 
paper to the Virtual Scheduling Algorithm which is depicted in Figure 1. This algorithm 
was proposed first by the ITU-T Draft Recommendation 1.371 [9] to monitor the PCR. 

In general, the GCRA uses a Theoretical Arrival Time (TAT) for the earliest time instant 
the next cell is expected to arrive. The TAT is initialized with the arrival time of the 
first cell of the connection ta(I). For PCR enforcement, cells should be spaced by I 
(the increment of the GCRA), but due to CDV a tolerance with limit L is employed. 
If cell number k arrives later than expected, the TAT for the next cell is given by the 
actual arrival time plus the increment. If cell number k arrives before its TAT but not 
before TAT - L, then the TAT for the next cell is derived by incrementing the TAT 
for cell number k by I. Contrary, the TAT is not changed and the cell is declared as 
non-conforming if it arrives earlier than TAT - L. For the enforcement of the SCR, the 
increment parameter I is set to Ts for a SCR of liT., and the limit parameter L = Ts 

corresponds to the maximum size of a burst that can be transmitted at PCR (cf. [1]). Cells 
which are identified as non-conforming can either be discarded or optionally be tagged to 
be discarded in case of network congestion. Here, we assume cell discarding. 
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Figure 1: GCRA(I, L) as Virtual Scheduling Algorithm. 
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If a PCR of liT shall be monitored at the UNI, the CDV which is introduced between 
the PHY SAP and the UNI must be tolerated using the tolerance limit T. Thus, the PCR 
of an ATM connection can be monitored at the UNI using GCRA(T,T). The SCR liT. 
can be monitored at the UNI by employing the BT T. + T, i.e. with GCRA(T .. T. + T). 
The choice of the BT as T. + T is motivated by the observation that a cell stream which 
complies with GCRA(T., Ts) at the PHY SAP complies with GCRA(T., T8 + T) at the 
UNI (cf. [1]) if T is sufficient to tolerate the CDV introduced. 

For video sources, the dimensioning of the parameter T to achieve conformance with 
GCRA(T,O) is a minor problem. A more crucial and interesting task is the dimensioning 
of a SCR which will generally lie between the PCR and the Average Cell Rate (ACR) 
of a connection. Before we address this problem, we first focus on MPEG video source 
models and give some general comment about policing of video sources. 

3 MPEG video source models 

Due to the high bandwidth needs of uncompressed video streams, several coding algo
rithms for the compression of video streams are in discussion. Since one of them, the 
MPEG (ISO - Moving Picture Expert Group) coding scheme [8, 10], will be used in a 
large variety of applications for the compression of video data, we will dedicate our inte
rest to the modeling of the cell stream transmitted by an ATM adaptor fed by a video 
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coder using this coding scheme. 

A video sequence consists of a series of frames, each containing a two-dimensional array 
of pixels. The number of frames per second as well as the number of lines per frame 
and pixels per line depend on national standards. For each pixel, both luminance and 
chrominance information is stored. The compression algorithm is used to reduce the data 
rate before transmitting the video stream over communication networks. 

In MPEG coded streams, there are three types of frames, each using a slightly different 
coding scheme: 

I-frames use only intra-frame coding, based on the discrete cosine transform and entropy 
codingj 

P-frames use a similar coding algorithm to I-frames, but with the addition of motion 
compensation with respect to the previous 1- or P-framej 

B-frames are similar to P-frames, except that the motion compensation can be with 
respect to the previous 1- or P-frame, the next 1- or P-frame, or an interpolation 
between them. 

Typically, I-frames require more bits than P-frames. B-frames have the lowest bandwidth 
requirement. The different ways in coding frames result in different statistical properties 
of each frame type. 

After coding, the frames are arranged in a deterministic periodic seqnence, e.g. "IBBPBB" 
or "IBBPBBPBBPBB", which is called Group of Pictures (GOP) throughout the rest of 
the paper. These frames are packetized into ATM cells. We assume a payload of 48 Bytes 
per cell. All frame sizes mentioned in this paper are measured in cells. 

The experimental video data we use is the Star Wars movie sequence [5]. The sequence 
consists of 174126 frames, which corresponds to about 2 hours of movie. The GOP of this 
video is "IBBPBBPBBPBB". The size of the decoded video frames is 504 x 480 Pixels. 

I Frame type II Number I Average I Min I Max I CoV I 
all 174126 41.12 2 483 1.15 

I 14511 157.74 31 483 0.33 

P 43531 60.58 6 454 0.63 

B 116084 19.25 2 169 0.65 

Table 1: Statistical data of Star Wars sequence. 

Table 1 shows some statistical data of the video stream and Figure 2 shows the histograms 
of the number of cells per frame of the different frame types. 
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Figure 2: Distributions of the 1-, B-, and P-frame sizes of the Star Wars sequence. 
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In addition to the distributions of the frame sizes, there are the following correlation 
properties of MPEG coded video streams, which can be used for modeling . 

• Dependences introduced by the coding algorithm due to the use of a certain GOP 
(short-term correlations) 

• Long-term correlations within the frame process of a single stream due to the content 
of the film 

The GOP plays the most important role concerning autocorrelation effects of an MPEG 
video stream coded with different frame types, because it fixes the periodic nature of the 
stream. This unique property of MPEG coded videos prevents us from using video models 
which are based on statistical data from video sequences which have only one frame type 
or ignore the GOP structure, like in [2, 4, 6, 11 , 12, 13, 14, 17] and [18] . Thus, there is a 
need to develop a new model, which describes the number of cells per frame of the coder 
output. 

The basic idea of our model is to describe the coder output process by a cyclic array of 
frame size distributions of the specific GOP owned by a video sequence. From the Star 
Wars sequence we will obtain therefore a sequence of 12 different distributions. The only 
frame-by-frame correlation information, which is used in our model is the order of the 
frame size distributions fixed by the GOP pattern. The long-term dependences among 
frames of consecutive Gaps, e.g. the correlations introduced by similar pictures of one 
movie scene, seem also to be less important in our case. 
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To sum up, the GOP is the only correlation information which is used for our model. To 
describe the cell stream produced by the ATM adaptor of the MPEG coder, the following 
is assumed: 

• a single-layer coder is used 

• the ATM adaptor uses AAL type 5 to access the medium 

• the ATM adaptor and the transmission link have the same capacity 

This means that one frame at a time will arrive at the ATM layer, the packetization takes 
place, and the ATM cells are transmitted back-to-back with the maximum rate of the 
adaptor. In our opinion, this way of transmission might not be optimal with respect to 
cell loss due to cell discarding at the UPC, but it seems to be a realistic assumption. 

The modeled cell stream can be described by the following parameters: 

• frame duration D, which is measured in cells and can be calculated by D = ~ , 
where C denotes the maximum output rate of the ATM adaptor in cells! sec and 
F denotes the frame rate of the video sequence in frames! sec. Of course, the 
maximum frame size of the encoded video sequence has to be always smaller than 
D. 

• frame size distributions al (i) , .. . , ac( i) for a sequence with a GOP of G frames, 
which ani sampled from real MPEG-coded video data. 
apic(i) denotes the probability that frame number Pic of a GOP has a length of i 
cells. 

In Figure 3 the cell stream of a simple "IP" -GOP sequence is shown as an example, i.e. 
G = 2, frame size distributions: al(i) and a2(i). Every D = 8 cells a new burst of cells 
starts, where the length of the burst is determined by the distribution of the current frame 
of the GOP. 

• used cell 

o free cell 

•• • •••••••• • •• 

Figure 3: Example of a MPEG cell stream. 
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4 Policing of MPEG video sources 

As with other services, a video connection which was accepted by the CAC mechanism 
has to be monitored by the UPC to check whether it fulfills the traffic contract negotiated 
with the network or not. 

Unlike with other services, for video services it is hard to determine the key traffic pa
rameters. The only parameter which is available without difficulties is the PCR of the 
coder adaptor to the ATM network, i.e. the transmission capacity of the ATM adaptor. If 
a more detailed description of the cell stream of the video connection is needed, one has 
to know the video sequence in advance, but this will only be the case for movie broad
cast services or video data base retrievals. Video connections which consist of live video 
transmission, like broadcasts of sports events, will suffer from a lack of information about 
the cell stream. 

One possibility to overcome this problem is the definition of video categories with different 
safety bandwidth requirements, for example categories with respect to the frequency of 
scene changes or the set of tolerated camera actions. But even if we would be able to 
compute a variety of parameters of the video cell stream in advance, we have to decide 
which of these parameters will be used for CAC and UPC. 

At the moment, only the PCR is already standardized as source traffic descriptor [9]. The 
ACR, which would be a nice traffic descriptor for CAC, is however useless, since it can not 
be policed efficiently by any UPC function due to the burstiness of video traffic. Studies 
concerning ACR policing can be found in e.g. [19] and [3]. Therefore, the introduction 
of a SCR as source traffic descriptor is discussed in the standardization bodies. In this 
paper, we investigate whether it is advantageous to use the SCR as control parameter of 
video cell streams and how to dimension the required parameters. 

Originally, standard coding schemes like MPEG-I, H.261, and MPEG-II/H.262 are not 
designed for the compression of videos which are transmitted on a medium where a loss of 
data, e.g. cells in ATM systems, is possible. Therefore they have no built-in mechanisms 
to classify parts of the coder output stream as important and less important, i.e. there is 
no possibility to have priority classes with respect to cell loss of the packetized coder cell 
stream. This leads to the disadvantage that any UPC function can only carry out blind 
cell discarding actions, and cells which are important for decoding the video are discarded 
even if there were cells in the UPC buffer, which are less important. 

This UPC behavior can only be changed, if new coding schemes are developed, which 
allow the packetizing algorithm of the ATM layer to produce cells with priorities or the 
establishment of two VCs with different cell loss requirements. Until now, such coders 
are in development and will not be available in the near future. Therefore, it is very 
likely that the MPEG coding scheme will be used for the first video applications in ATM 
networks. In the next section we present a new analytical approach for the dimensioning 
of the UPC function in ATM networks if MPEG video sources are considered. 
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5 Cell loss analysis 

The algorithm we present here is of iterative nature and based on the discrete-time analysis 
of the G I[X] / D /1 - S queueing model presented in [20], which was used in [7] to analyze 
the GCRA with a renewal process used as input traffic. In [19], an extension of this 
analysis to deal with ON/OFF input traffic was presented. Based on this, we describe an 
algorithm to deal with the cyclic occurrence of frames of different types in MPEG coded 
video sequences due to the coding in GOPs. 

The actual state of the GCRA(T.,7.) is described by a discrete-time random variable 
Z(t), which represents the remaining time until the next cell is expected to arrive [7]. A 
cell arriving at time to seeing the GCRA in state Z(to) = i is considered to be conforming 
for i :S 7., otherwise non-conforming. 

Since we have to deal with different frame types in the GOP and the length of a frame is 
upper bounded by D, we use the following notation: 

Apic discrete random variable for the size of frame number Pic in 
the GOP 

Z"tic,k Z(t) just after the beginning of the k-th slot in frame number 
Pic in the GOP 

ZPic,k Z(t) just before the beginning of the k-th slot in frame number 
Pic in the GOP. 

For the distributions of Z"tic k and ZPic k we use the terms z"tic k( i) and zpic k( i), respec
tively. The frame sizes A pic' are assum~d to follow renewal pr~cesses with distributions 
apic(i). For the sake of simplicity the indices denoting the iteration steps are omitted. 

Let us consider a particular frame in the GOP, say frame number Pic. If we assume cell 
arrivals in every slot k, i.e. a frame size equal to D, then Z"tic,k is determined out of ZPic,k 
by 

ZPic,k > 7. 

ZPic,k :S 7. 

for k = 0, ... ,D-1. 

Accordingly, the corresponding distributions can be obtained by 

o 
ZPic,k(i) 

ZPic,k(i) + ZPic,k(i - T.) 

o :S i :S 7. 

7. < i < T. 

T. :S i :S T. + 7. 

(1) 

(2) 
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if 75 < T. and otherwise by 

O:5:i<T5 

T. :5: i :5: 7. 

75 < i :5: T5 + 7. 
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(3) 

The computation of ZPic,k+1 is driven by the decrease of Z(t) by one each slot until it 
reaches zero and thus we get 

ZPic,k+1 = max{O, Ztic,k - I} for k=O, ... ,D-I, 

for the random variable, and its distributions are determined by 

i=O 

0< i < Ts +75 

i = T5 + 7s 

(4) 

(5) 

The actual state of the GCRA(T., 7 s ) at the beginning of the next frame boundary is 
given by 

(6) 

where (Pic + 1) is computed modulo G. To obtain ZPic+1,o(i), we have to multiply the 
system state distributions just before the frame boundary Z;'ic,k(i), which are dependent 
on the size of the current frame, by the probabilities of observing a frame of size k for the 
frame type Pic. This leads to the following equation: 

D 

zPic+1,o(i) = L apic(k) . Z;'ic,k(i). (7) 
k=l 

Since we computed ZPic,k assuming a frame size equal to D cells, we have now to take 
into account the different possible frame sizes. The state of the GCRA(T., 7 5 ) just before 
the frame boundary in dependence of the size k of the current frame is given by 

Z;'ic,k = max{O, ZPic,k - (D - k)} for k = I, ... ,D, (8) 

since there are no cell arrivals in the last (D - k) slots and we get the corresponding 
distributions by 

D-k 

L ZPic,k(j) 
j=O 

ZPic,k(i + (D - k)) 

o 

i=O 

0< i :5: T5 + 75 - (D - k) (9) 

Ts + 7s - (D - k) < i :5: Ts + 75 
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Now, the distributions in equilibrium can be derived by applying iteratively the equations 
presented above with respect to the GOP used and the current slot in each frame. 

Using the equilibrium system state distributions just before the cell arrivals, the proba
bility PPic(k) to observe a non-conforming cell at slot k (k = 0, ... , D - 1) in a frame of 
type Pic is 

Ts+'T/iI 

ppic(k) = L zPic,k(i) for Pic = 1, ... ,G. (10) 
i=rs+l 

To derive the probability PPic to observe a non-conforming cell in a given frame in the 
GOP, the PPic(k)'s must be multiplied with the complementary cumulative probability 
distribution a'j,ic(i) of the frame size distribution apic(i) and the result has to be norma
lized, i.e.: 

for Pic = 1, ... ,G. (11) 

The overall cell loss probability can now easily be obtained by 

G 

L PPic' E[Apic] 
R - ~P~ic==~l~ ______ __ 

loss - G (12) 
L E[Apic] 

Pic=l 

6 Numerical results 

6.1 Parameters and configuration 

In this section we present numerical results based on simulation and analysis to show 
the effectiveness of SCR monitoring of video cell streams and point out some interesting 
properties for dimensioning the UPC function. We focus on four ATM adaptor capacities: 
150 Mbps, 75 Mbps, 37.5 Mbps, and 34 Mbps. For the considered Star Wars sequence, 
this leads to the frame durations and minimum (Tpeak ) and maximum values (Tmean) for 
the SCR parameter T. shown in Table 2. 

It is important to point out that all simulation results of this paper were produced using 
directly the sequence of the frame sizes of the Star Wars movie and not by means of the 
coder output model. 
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Capacity II D I Tpeak I Tmean I 
150 Mbps 14740 30 360 

75 Mbps 7370 15 180 

37.5 Mbps 3685 7 90 

34 Mbps 3340 7 81 

Table 2: ATM adaptor and SCR parameters. 

6.2 Simulation study 

We first give simulation results for a capacity of C = 150 Mbps to show some effects for 
dimensioning of the parameters Ts and Ts on the cell loss probability. Figure 4 shows the 
loss curves for Ts ranging from 30 to 110, where Ts is measured in multiples of the frame 
duration D. 

For small values of Ts the losses decrease very fast, whereas for values of Ts larger than 
60 a knee in the curve can be observed. The knee is always located at a value of Ts 
where the UPC function tolerates bursts which are as long as the maximum frame length 
of the video sequence. If a certain value of Ts is reached, e.g. Ts ~ 3.8D for T. = 80, 
the loss probability drops to zero, i.e. there are no losses as soon as the parameter Ts is 
large enough to force the UPC function to accept consecutive bursts of several frames. 
We proved this assumption by using only the frame data of GOPs with a high mean 
frame length, i.e. worst case GOPs, for the simulation and received the same drop-down 
locations of the curves. With all values of T. in Figure 4, small loss probabilities can be 
achieved, but it should be noted that for T. = 90 already a buffer capacity in the network 
elements of about 1000 cells is needed to store the burst that is tolerated to achieve a cell 
loss probability smaller than 10-6 . Generally, buffer sizes in ATM networks are in the 
order of 102 cells. Therefore, the value T. should be chosen to be close to Tpeak to obtain 
realistic values for the required buffer size, e.g. for T. = 60 a buffer size of about 500 cells 
is needed. 

Figure 5 shows that the SCR owns a certain scalability property. The cell loss curves 
remain almost identical, if the parameters T. and Ts are scaled by the same factor as the 
adaptor capacity. In Figure 5 two groups of curves for Ts = 60 and T. = 100 are shown. 
We start with a capacity of 150 Mbps and use the scaling factors 1.0, 0.5, and 0.25, i.e. 
T. = 60 for 150 Mbps, T. = 30 for 75 Mbps, and T. = 15 for 37.5 Mbps. To allow for 
a comparison of these curves, the horizontal axis has to be scaled accordingly. Note, the 
video sequence, i.e. the number of cells per frame, which was used to create the input for 
the UPC function was the same for each scaling factor. 

Figure 5 shows that the curves of the two groups are matching well. In general, the curves 
are matching better for large values of T •. 
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Figure 4: Dependence of cell rejection probability on T. (C = 150 Mbps). 

By means of this scalability property the SCR parameters for a large variety of adaptor 
capacities can be calculated easily by multiplying a constant, if the parameters for a single 
capacity is known. 

6.3 Analytical results 

In this subsection we investigate the accuracy of the analysis presented in Section 5. 
Generally, the results are of exact nature if the frame sizes in the GOP follow renewal 
processes. In reality however, correlations can be observed. 

All figures in this subsection show four cell loss curves: for I, P, B frames only, and for 
all frames. The accuracy is verified by simulation results. 

In Figure 6 the results for an adaptor capacity of 34 Mbps and a SCR with T. = 10 
are presented. The relative difference of the analytical and simulation values is always 
smaller than 1 %. This leads to the conclusion, that our simple video coder output model 
is appropriate for the estimation of the cell losses for this type of UPC function. 
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Figure 5: Scalability properties of policing parameters. 

For the parameter set of Figure 6, the B frames always experience less losses than the P
frames, and the P-frames less losses than the I-frames. This seems to be obvious, because 
the mean frame size of the B-frames is smaller than the one of the P-frames, and the 
mean frame size of the P-frames smaller than the one of the I-frames. 

However, as presented in Figure 7, crossing of the loss curves of different frame types is 
possible. We assume that this behavior is depending on the long-term correlations of the 
video sequence which is used. Moreover, there is no crossing of the curves, if the value of 
Ts is chosen to be close to Tpeak and Ts can be chosen small, too. As soon as the value 
of Ts is larger than about two frame durations the analytical results underestimate the 
cell losses, because the MPEG model does not take into account long-range dependences 
within the video sequence. This effect is not problematic, however, since large values of Ts 

would lead to large buffers within the network. For useful values of Ts and Ts the analysis 
is very accurate (d. Figure 6 and 8). 

Figure 8 shows the curves for a 150 Mbps ATM adaptor and a value of Ts = 30. The 
behavior of the curves is similar to that of Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Approximation accuracy (Ts = 10, C = 34 Mbps). 

7 Concluding remarks 

In this paper a new model for MPEG video sources and an analytical algorithm for the 
cell losses of the GCRA monitoring the Sustainable Cell Rate of an MPEG video cell 
stream was presented. 

The results show that the analysis using this simple model is very accurate compared to 
the simulation results based on real MPEG video data. A minor drawback of the analysis 
technique used in this paper is that the computation time depends on the frame duration 
D, i.e. the ATM adaptor capacity. Large capacities lead to time consuming computations. 
For all parameter sets considered in this paper no numerical problems have occurred but 
the computation time increases rapidly with the link capacity. However, for large link 
capacities this can be avoided if we make use of the scalability property of the SCR 
parameters. 

As far as the dimensioning of the GCRA parameters Ts and Ts is concerned, the analytical 
and simulation results lead to several conclusions. To deal with reasonable buffer sizes of 
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Figure 7: Approximation accuracy divergence (Ts = 20 and C = 34 Mbps). 

the network elements it is necessary to keep the parameter Ts close to the PCR of the 
video sequence considered. In this case, both small buffer sizes and small values of Ts can 
be achieved. The parameter Ts should always be chosen at least as large as the maximum 
frame size of the video sequence times Ts to obtain small loss probabilities. 

Unfortunately, the loss curves show that the I-frames which contain the most important 
information of the MPEG frames experience more losses than the other frame types. 
Discarding of cells on a frame-type basis could therefore lead to an improvement of the 
video quality [15]. 

For video sequences with rapidly changing scene contents like action movies or sports 
events the SCR will lie generally close to the PCR if Ts is chosen reasonably. This would 
lead to a poor multiplexing gain. For sequences like video conferencing or video telephony, 
however, the SCR can be dimensioned remarkably lower than the peR due to minor 
changes in the scene content. 
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